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Abstract—The disaggregation of the semiconductor design and
manufacturing process has resulted in integrated circuit (IC)
piracy becoming an important concern to the semiconductor
industry. To address this concern, we present a method for
achieving robust IC protection at the circuit level through direct
injection of process variations. In the proposed approach, the
circuit is enhanced by including process variation (PV) sensors
and modifying the design during synthesis to inject the outputs
of the PV sensors into the logic at carefully selected nodes. As a
result, each fabricated IC is rendered inoperative unless a unique
per-chip unlocking key is applied. After fabrication, the response
of each chip to specially generated test vectors is used to construct
the correct per-chip unlocking key. We propose a methodology
to automatically modify circuits by identifying pairs of injection
and correction points, while avoiding delay penalty and mini-
mizing area overheads. We propose the use of a cryptographic
preprocessor to separate the internal key used from the external
unlocking key, further enhancing the resistance of the proposed
approach against several attacks. Our methodology is scalable to
the key size and requires only a small area overhead to achieve
reasonable security levels (e.g., 7% for 64-bit keys in a 8 k gate
design). We analyze the security of the proposed technique under
several attack scenarios and believe that it offers robust protection
against a wide range of attacks.

Index Terms—Hardware security, integrated circuit (IC) piracy,
process variations, reverse engineering.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE increasing complexity and cost of modern integrated
design and fabrication has led to significant changes in the

semiconductor industry. To cope with these trends, the industry
has restructured itself to reduce expenses, facilitate knowledge
sharing, and globalize operations. Companies that complete an
entire design in house are a rarity—many designs are produced
through a process involving Intellectual Property (IP) resellers,
system on a chip (SOC) design houses, and fabrication plants
that span multiple countries. This dispersion of resources across
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corporate and legislative boundaries naturally raises significant
concerns about piracy.

IP providers are concerned that their designs will be leaked,
resold, or overused by design houses; design houses are wor-
ried about handing masks to foundries they cannot monitor; and
foundries are worried that their reputation and revenues could
be jeopardized by a rogue employee. Given the large work force
that goes into the design and manufacturing of an IC, it should
come as no surprise that an estimated 80% of piracy is as a re-
sult of internal design theft [1].

ICs that are outsourced for fabrication are especially vul-
nerable to piracy from overproduction and mask theft. For ex-
ample, it is conceivable that a dishonest manufacturing plant
could create more chips than ordered and sell the additional
chips at a lower cost, subverting the profits of the legitimate
owner.

Legislative protection for chip designs is not sufficient to ad-
dress piracy concerns. The U.S. Semiconductor Chip Protec-
tion Act [2] (and similar international legislation [3]–[5]) gives
the mask work owner exclusive rights to manufacture and sell
original designs. However, such legislation is not present in all
parts of the world. Furthermore, mask reverse engineering is
not forbidden even under existing laws: provisions are included
that allow the sale of a design created from knowledge gained
through reverse engineering, as long as the resultant work can
be considered original. As a result, for many companies, reverse
engineering competitors’ chips is a routine business practice,
and is further simplified by companies that provide tools and ser-
vices for IC reverse engineering [6]. While reverse engineering
an IC does incur some cost, layout, and netlist extraction is still
far cheaper than design costs.

Due to growing concerns across the IC industry, a number
of approaches have been proposed to help prevent piracy and
design theft. For IP cores, these range from encryption of the
design to watermarking and functional obfuscation [7]–[9].
For fabricated ICs, both passive schemes such as unique chip
identifiers and active schemes such as chip locking or metering
have been proposed [10]–[14]. Process variations, which are an
inevitable consequence of scaled manufacturing technologies,
are utilized to realize some of the IC protection schemes. While
these techniques have made promising advances, significant
challenges remain. Revealing the mask to a foundry means that
one must be concerned with modifications of the mask that can
disable the protection schemes. Specifically, techniques that
have a single “point of vulnerability” are especially susceptible
to mask modifications.

In this paper, we propose a scalable method to achieve
circuit-level IC protection (CLIP) through direct injection of
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process variations. Our approach exploits process variations
similar to other active schemes; however, it differs significantly
in the manner in which they are utilized. The circuit is enhanced
during design by “injecting” the outputs of digital process vari-
ation (PV) sensors into the logic in a distributed manner at
carefully selected injection nodes, rendering the IC inoperative
upon fabrication. A corresponding set of correction nodes is
identified and utilized to reverse the effects of process variation
injection when a unique per-chip unlocking key is applied.1

Uniqueness of the unlocking key is realized by requiring it
to be based on process variation (PV) sensor readings. As a
further level of defense, we utilize a cryptographic preprocessor
to transform the unlocking key into the internal key used to
reverse the effects of the PV sensors. Knowledge of the design
modifications is utilized to generate special test vectors that
propagate the PV sensor outputs to the circuit’s primary out-
puts. After manufacturing, the responses of each IC to these
test vectors are used to compute its unique unlocking key. We
analyze the security of the proposed scheme under a range of
external and intrusive attacks. The significant contributions of
our work are as follows.

• We demonstrate how to utilize direct and distributed in-
jection of process variations to realize chip locking with
unique per-chip unlocking keys. Unlike previous schemes
that use unique external unlocking keys that get trans-
formed to a fixed internal key, direct injection ensures that
keys remain unique per-chip at all levels.

• The distributed insertion of process variation sensors and
circuit elements implies that there is no single point-of-
attack that can compromise the proposed technique.

• The injection and correction nodes can be arbitrarily sepa-
rated from each other and merged into the functional logic
during synthesis, increasing the difficulty in reverse engi-
neering and identification.

• We achieve scalable security by allowing the designer to
increase the length of the unlocking key at a reasonable
increase in hardware overhead.

• No sensitive information is exposed from the chip by
means of a scan chain or similar mechanisms. Rather, PV
sensor information is obtained through logic paths upon
application of specific test vectors, and the responses are
used to compute the unique unlocking key.

In Section II, we present relevant background to our work.
In Section III, we demonstrate a systematic methodology to en-
hance any given circuit for CLIP. The core logic modification to
allow for injection and correction of process variations is pre-
sented in Section III-A. Section III-B presents a process vari-
ation sensor that exploits random dopant fluctuations, together
with an explanation for why we believe such a sensor is fea-
sible. We examine the test and unlocking procedure for proper
IC operation in Section III-C, and explain the necessity for a
preprocessor that forbids direct application of a key to the logic.
We demonstrate the proposed technique on a range of bench-
marks in Section IV, followed by an analysis of various attacks
in Section V. We conclude our work in Section VI.

1Uniqueness is desirable since a key that is reverse-engineered or leaked is of
no use beyond the single instance that it unlocks.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A significant body of work has addressed the problems of IP
and IC protection, and we summarize the major efforts below.

The business model of IP core providers squarely depends on
the ability to ensure that their cores are kept secure. IP cores
can be provided from an IP vendor to a design house in an en-
crypted form [15], [16]. While this adds some measure of secu-
rity, the implementations of IP cores are exposed (as netlists or
layouts) at later stages of the design flow. A commonly proposed
IP protection technique is watermarking, wherein a watermark
or signature is embedded into the design that can be used for
a posteriori detection and enforcement. Watermarks can be cre-
ated through the use of physical positioning to create observable
features [7], added constraints to optimization problems during
synthesis [8], [9], or using extraneous functionality such as un-
used transitions in a state transition graph [17].

Field-programmable gate-array (FPGA)-based designs are
particularly vulnerable to piracy and exploitation since their
designs must be transmitted via a bitstream to the FPGA on
system power-on. To counter this issue, physically unclonable
functions (PUFs) have been considered as a viable method for
locking a given bitstream to a particular FPGA. PUFs, first
proposed by [18], produce an irreplicable challenge-response
mechanism driven by process variations. PUFs have several
advantages over the use of nonvolatile memory: they do not
require active tamper protection, do not require additional
masks during manufacture, and do not require programming by
a trusted party to achieve their uniqueness [19]. FPGA-based
PUF designs rely on measurements taken from delay and
memory elements [20], [21], and silicon-based PUFs have been
proposed based on delay, memory, and capacitor-based sensors
[22]–[24].

IC protection schemes aim to protect the design or mask after
it is released to the foundry, as well as fabricated instances of the
IC that are deployed in end systems. They can be classified into
several categories. Passive schemes, such as unique chip IDs or
PUF-based fingerprints that are registered into a database [25],
rely on a posteriori detection rather than pre-emption of piracy.

Recent work has focused largely on active protection
schemes, where ICs are inherently manufactured in a locked
state pending the application of an unlocking key. These
schemes can be used to implement “metering,” wherein the
legitimate owner of the design releases unique unlocking
keys for each manufactured instance. Recently, a class of
active protection schemes have been studied that modify the
finite-state machine (FSM) representation of the circuit in
order to introduce protection. Reference [11] proposed adding
states to a FSM to connect a PUF and key, while [12] proposed
introduction of a deterministic FSM that requires an activation
sequence supplied at bootup through the primary inputs.

In [13] and [14], key exchange protocols were proposed to
help protect the unlocking of an individual IC. These protocols
relied on PUF-driven fingerprints at the key exchange level to re-
quire a unique external unlocking key. Some vulnerabilities and
improvements to these protocols were presented in [26]. Similar
protocols have also been implemented commercially [27].
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TABLE I
COMPARISON AGAINST ACTIVE PROTECTION TECHNIQUES

While piracy prevention may be related with security mech-
anisms used for IC identification or user authentication, these
mechanisms are built to serve the end user (protection starts pri-
marily after the IC is incorporated into an end system), whereas
piracy prevention is intended to aid the design house (protec-
tion starts when the IC is fabricated). If the objective is piracy
prevention, one should not expect an end user to be a willing
active participant—upon purchase, they expect to receive an
unrestricted product; they do not wish to contact the manufac-
turer nor repeatedly authenticate themselves to unlock their chip
again.

The objective of CLIP is IC piracy prevention, and it falls
under the category of active protection schemes. Therefore, we
closely compare it with other approaches that fall under this cat-
egory. Existing active protection schemes may be effective at
implementing protection against external attacks, but significant
improvements can still be made on protecting against attacks
with a knowledge of the internal structure and mask. A unique
external unlocking key is achievable by previous schemes, but
key transformations and combination with internal values cul-
minate in: 1) supplying a fixed, common internal key to the logic
core to unlock it’s operation or 2) a single signal enabling or
disabling the operation of the design. These limitations lead to
simple attacks. For example, probing at the location of the fixed
internal key could reveal the fixed internal key, followed by
mask modification to hardwire the internal key. Alternatively,
the protection scheme could be permanently disabled through a
single mask modification.

The specific differences between CLIP and the known active
protection schemes are summarized in Table I. The first row in-
dicates that CLIP focuses on piracy prevention, and does not
target in-field reauthentication. The second and third rows sug-
gest that CLIP utilizes not only unique unlocking keys, but also
unique keys internally. The only other technique that does this is
[11]. The fourth row implies that all of the other techniques have
a single point of vulnerability. Finally, we point out that [11] is
based on explicit FSM modification, which is not scalable since
construction of the FSM is not practical for even moderately
sized circuits.

With CLIP, we achieve enhanced security with respect to pre-
vious approaches. We inject the key and process variations into
the logic directly and in a distributed manner, creating a system
wherein no static, common internal key exists prior (or even in-

Fig. 1. Design flow for CLIP.

side of) the logic core. The insertion of sensors directly into the
logic minimizes probing opportunities, while distributing any
potential vulnerabilities across the mask. The distributed nature
of our scheme also allows for high scalability—we achieve a
linear relationship between the key length and the added logic,
giving designers tight control on the hardware overhead. We
present a comprehensive integrated synthesis methodology for
selecting the injection and correction points so as to avoid delay
overheads whenever possible, while maximizing functional
impact and ensuring the ability to recover PV sensor values
through the logic paths in the circuit.

III. CIRCUIT-LEVEL IC PROTECTION

Fig. 1 contains a flowchart applying our methodology for
CLIP. Starting with a logic-level netlist, we analyze and per-
form transformations on the logic, producing a CLIP-enhanced
design [see Fig. 2(a)]. The logic core modification includes se-
lection of suitable logic regions [see Fig. 2(b) and (c)], logic
modification for injection and correction [see Fig. 2(d)], and the
addition of digital PV sensors [see 2(e)]. Based on the circuit
transformations, test vectors are generated to expose the process
variations at the circuit outputs, and after fabrication, the test
vector responses are used to compute the unlocking key for each
manufactured chip.

To integrate the digital sensor outputs and key into the logic, a
pair of nodes in the circuit are selected as potential locations for
PV injection and key correction based on predetermined heuris-
tics. For selected node pairs, the circuit is modified to allow for
proper operation under the presence of injection. Nodes that lie
in the path between the selection and correction nodes are ex-
cluded from further analysis, and the process is repeated until
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Fig. 2. Overview of CLIP. (a) CLIP-enhanced design with multiple logic modifications and PV sensors, (b) logic cones (fan-in and fan-outs) for a set of injection
and correction nodes, (c) alternate representation as logic blocks, (d) modified logic with logic duplication, switchbox, and selector, (e) sense amplifier-based PV
sensor. The nMOS devices under test operate in the subthreshold regime and have a low duty cycle to enhance their stability.

the desired unlocking key strength is achieved, hardware over-
head limitations are reached, or the logic cannot fit any more
nodes without increasing the critical path.

After logic synthesis, suitable PV sensor cells are added.
To the circuit’s logic, they only need to behave as black-box
random number generators. These sensors can vary in con-
struction, but ideally would be structured such that they are not
easily distinguishable from surrounding logic.

To discover the unlocking key for the design, a set of test vec-
tors are constructed that expose the PV sensor readings. While
one can certainly use a more thorough test generation process,
we developed a process which is fast and produces good results.
To generate the test vectors, random vectors are applied to the
primary inputs and propagated through the logic such that the
logic’s output is only dependent on the sensor values. While
some sensor values can be immediately obtained from the out-
puts (if an output is directly dependent on a sensor reading),
others require iteration through a subset of keys. The determined
sensor values enable the corresponding key bits to be used as pri-
mary inputs for greater pruning in later stages. This reuse causes
different test sets for each chip; however, the test set does not
need to be recomputed from scratch since the test vectors are
universal with respect to the key/process variation mapping.

Due to a trivial mapping between the internal key and the
process variations, advanced circuit knowledge coupled with
methods such as differential analysis [28] may allow an outsider
to recover a single IC’s key. However, if we can make the appli-
cation of a particular internal key nontrivial, an outsider cannot
defeat the methodology so easily. Instead of directly applying a

key to the logic, an external, unlocking key is fed through a pre-
processor to generate an internal key which directly feeds into
the core logic. This preprocessor could be verification-based to,
for example, prevent application of any key that does not ful-
fill checksum requirements, or it could be encryption-based and
apply a secret transformation to the key.

A. Logic Modifications for CLIP

To perform logic modifications, the circuit is analyzed based
on the logic cones that feed and are driven by the injection and
correction nodes, and then transformed through a combination
of logic duplication and additional circuitry [see Fig. 2(b)–(d)].

Since the circuit receives static random values from the sen-
sors, the circuit’s construction must allow for some means of
correct operation for any given sensor reading; a key must exist
for all potential sensor outputs. Under a trivial scenario, bits of
the key and sensor readings could be combined before attach-
ment into the circuit, and are subsequently combined into the
existing logic via an obfuscating (logic-modifying) gate. While
functional, each modification would be vulnerable to a single
point of attack. Once a wire is tied to either or , the mod-
ification is placed into a permanent and reproducible unlocked
state. Instead, if we separate the key and PV connections, we
can quickly realize a design that eliminates the fixed internal
key and doubles the required number of mask modifications to
reach the unlocked state without increasing the key size or the
number of PV sensors.

To account for different key and PV values, the overlapping
fanout and fanin of the injection and correction nodes, respec-
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Fig. 3. Logic modifications for correctibility. Based on the PV sensor reading,
the switchbox blocks value propagation to one of the duplicated functions
�� � � � such that only one function is reliably correct. A key input, fed to the
selector, determines which function’s value to use.

Fig. 4. Single-bit switchbox styles. The variety of options give a designer a
greater opportunity to conceal the injection nodes from mask analysis.

tively, are duplicated to create a second logic block. The input
path to the blocks is fed through a switchbox, which determines
which circuit copy receives the originally intended data. After
each copy performs an operation on the data, a selector is used
with a corresponding internal unlocking key to choose the block
that obtained the proper result. Fig. 3 presents an example circuit
modified for correctibility. The switchbox uses the PV sensor
output to block some of the data supplied to the duplicated logic
(in our case, a 2-bit equality checker). The logic executes the two
sets of data in parallel, and then a two-way multiplexer attached
to the key decides which output to trust.

A single-bit input switchbox allows for a variety of imple-
mentations, including dual AND, dual OR, mixed AND/OR, XOR,
and their complements (see Fig. 4). Dual AND and dual OR im-
plementations allow the input signal to propagate to one of the
copies of the duplicated logic, and always feeding a constant
logic value (0 or 1) to the incorrect copies. To minimize area,
a mixed AND/OR implementation can be used, as the side in-
puts to the gates allow propagation for complementary values.
However, if an XOR implementation is used, switching activity
is more likely to propagate to the outputs.

Multibit switchbox implementations can be implemented
using any random logic, provided the switchbox follows one
restriction: dependent on the switchbox side input, one output
must always be correct while the other paths are incorrect.
Functionally, this can be accomplished by splitting the sub-
function’s input signal into two paths and then inserting various
styles of logic obfuscators (primitive gates that alter the output
when enabled), driving each path’s obfuscators by comple-
mentary signals. This allows for asymmetric implementations,
which could potentially confuse side-channel attacks.

Custom implementation of a suitable selector is more con-
strained, but it does contain alternate options. With the typical
two-level AND-OR MUX, the AND gates create a small unate re-
gion prior to recombination at the OR gate. As long as this unate

property is preserved when the two paths reach the recombina-
tion gate, the selector can be reimagined by moving the location
or changing the implementation of the unate-causing gates.

The placement and selection of the switchboxes and selectors
is largely a heuristic problem, which, while issues such as area
minimization, critical path avoidance, and testability should be a
major consideration, allows for the addition of many additional
constraints such as preserving internal node probabilities. While
there is plenty of exploration space with respect to node place-
ment, the following few simple observations pertaining to node
selection can be made.

• Single-Bit Components. Switchboxes that affect more
than one modification per output path, and selectors that
recombine more than one signal have little impact on the
device’s security: additional logic is required without any
increase in the key length. Single-bit components give us a
minimal-area method for removing the fixed internal key.

• Fan-out-Free Cones. To minimize logic duplication, it
would be ideal to only clone preexisting logic once. We
can accomplish single duplication by restricting the node
selection to when the correction node is at the tip of a
fan-out-free cone that contains the injection node. If we
follow this guideline, we can automatically avoid the use
of multibit selectors.

• Overlap Avoidance. If the duplication region between
the selector and the switchbox overlaps with another node
pair’s duplication region, some of the original logic will
appear four times in the modified circuit. By using a
node selection procedure that tracks duplicated gates or
relocates the injection node, we can avoid overlapping
multiple sets of node pairs.

B. Process Variation Sensors

While any process variation sensor that can return a static
random value will function with our method, the sensor should
be low overhead and have a consistent output. Sensors with low
area are ideal, as many such sensors could be embedded in the
circuitry. The sensor’s output should also be invariant to opera-
tion-induced variations such as thermal effects. While a formal
analysis of the behavior of PV sensors is outside the scope of this
work, a critical element to our approach is the existence of such
a sensor. Therefore, we present a design of one such PV sensor.
A worthwhile direction for future work is to analyze the char-
acteristics (randomness and stability) of such sensors in greater
detail.

In nano-scale transistors (especially for sub-65 nm tech-
nology nodes) the location and the number of dopants in the
channel can vary widely between transistors (also known as
random dopant fluctuations, or RDF [29]). RDF leads to dif-
ferent transistor threshold voltage for transistors which
are placed close to each other and designed to have the same
threshold voltage. Measured properly using on-chip circuitry,
such random variations in threshold voltage could act as a
static random number. Conventionally, measurement of current
difference between identical neighboring devices, followed by
complex data analysis to extract difference from the current
difference, is used to characterize local random mismatch.
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In this paper, we have used a sense-amplifier based test-cir-
cuit and measurement method for on-chip measurement of
local random variation. Instead of complex and sophisticated
analog voltage-current measurements required in conventional
schemes, we used a simple digital measurement technique.
The sensor is based on the current latch-type sense amplifier
(CLSA) shown in Fig. 2(e) [30].

The circuit measures the difference in threshold voltage of
the devices under test [circled in Fig. 2(e)] by applying a sub-
threshold reference voltage ( , generated on-chip) to the gate
input of both devices. The sense amplifier, a cross-coupled in-
verter, determines the mismatch between the devices under con-
sideration due to the exponential relationship of drain current
on sub-threshold gate voltage and outputs a 0 or 1 based on the
direction of the mismatch. Due to the use of small sized tran-
sistors for the DUTs, the mismatch is mainly due to RDF. The
other transistors of the sensor are kept larger so that RDF has
minimal effect on the sensor.

Simulations on a similar CLSA sensor using 130-nm tech-
nology [30] show that the two transistors could be differenti-
ated by applying an offset voltage to the two devices to detect
where an observable difference in current occurred. It was found
that this offset voltage was strongly dependent on local random

variation while systematic (correlated) variation had min-
imal effect. While the offset voltage is a linear combination of
the offset of both the driver FETs and the
mismatches in the latch FETs ,
the latch FETs are sized to be large such that RDF has minimal
impact and does not lead to latch mismatches.

Since we would like the output to be stable under changes
in temperature, let us now consider the stability of the random
number generator to temperature variations.

To the first order, assuming no oxide charge, the threshold
voltage of an nMOS transistor can be expressed as

(1)

as derived by [31, p. 131]. denotes the silicon bandgap,
is the surface-to-intrinsic potential, is the channel doping
density, and is the oxide capacitance. Both and are
functions of temperature, although is a very weak function
of temperature. Substituting the expressions for

(2)

(3)

Assuming that .
Typically, for cm , a channel

doping cm and a body coefficient ,
we have 1 mV/K [31].

Now, let us consider the differential random number gener-
ator shown in Fig. 2(e). Let us consider that the threshold voltage
difference due to the circuit under test is because of different
number of discrete dopants in the channel leading to an average
doping concentration of and . Let us consider a change
in temperature (both transistors under test will experience

the same temperature due to their close proximity). Under such
a situation, if at temperature , , then we need to
show for stability

(4)

Mathematically modeling the temperature change of threshold
voltage, the problem is equivalent to showing

(5)

where and are estimated at .
From the above analysis, since 1 mV/K for

similar and ( and are almost similar, leading
to a very similar ), the right-hand side of the above equation
tends to zero. Experimental analysis [32] also shows differential
thermal stability in the subthreshold region of operation.

While nMOS may behave differently under the effects of
temperature as compared to pMOS, the temperature profiles
of nearby transistors of the same type will be nearly identical,
causing an equivalent temperature reaction on each side of the
circuit as previously explained. This effect is likely to change the
trip points of the two inverters equally, but will not cause appre-
ciable differences in node capacitance since most capacitance
in the circuit originates from the use of oxide in the MOSFET
gates.

Altering the trip points of the transistors changes the total
amount of charge the DUTs will need to drain before the cross-
coupled inverters reinforce a voltage differential, but this effect
is balanced between the two sides of the circuit since the capac-
itance at the internal nodes is unaffected by temperature. In ad-
dition, the cross-coupled inverters are of larger than minimum
size, making them less susceptible to random dopant fluctua-
tions. Hence, the design is quite insensitive to temperature fluc-
tuations.

C. Sensor Recovery for IC Unlocking

The proposed design framework produces manufactured ICs
that are inoperative, i.e., they will not produce correct functional
outputs due to the effects of PV injection. In order to properly
unlock and operate the fabricated chips, a unique unlocking key
must be computed based on the PV sensor outputs. While the
easiest method for exposing the values generated by PV sensors
is to include their digitized outputs in a DFT structure such as a
scan chain, such a path could be used just as easily by attackers
as by authorized users. Therefore, we instead generate and use
a set of test vectors specifically constructed to expose the effect
of the PV sensors at the primary outputs (or scanned state ele-
ments).

The unlocking procedure is detailed in Fig. 5. The test data-
base distributes both a universal set of primary input vectors and
a generic set of internal key vectors. Prior sensor readings are
combined with the generic internal keys vectors to create the
true internal key vector for testing on the modified logic core.
The internal key is not directly applied due to the preprocessor;
instead, the equivalent unlocking key must be created, which is
accomplished by performing the inverse operation of the pre-
processor. The response bits are accumulated and then matched
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Fig. 5. Unlocking procedure. Test vectors are generated dynamically by
merging predetermined test vectors with known sensor readings and computing
the required unlocking key to supply to the DUT. The outputs undergo a
frequency analysis that reveals additional sensor values.

Fig. 6. Random logic pruning on binary logarithm circuitry. (a) Pre-pruned
logic with marked injection locations. (b) Post-pruned logic in terms of only
injection values. If the gates are sorted topologically, we can propagate constant
values from the primary inputs through the gates, eliminating gates that receive
constant inputs at a linear rate.

against a table to determine the value of sensors in the chip.
These sensor values are then used as part of subsequent tests to
obtain more test vectors. Once the procedure is complete, the
chip-specific unlocking key can be calculated by supplying one
additional generic internal key from the test database, which
when combined with the internal key and fed through the in-
verse processor, produces the chip-specific unlocking key.

The formulation of the test vectors cannot use standard test
tools—it may be impossible to uniquely expose a sensor’s value
at the output. The test generator must assume that the non-de-
termined sensors are represented as an unknown state, and gen-
erate a pattern at the primary input that creates a controlling path
from the sensor to the output, while simultaneously ensuring the
sensor modifies a fixed (variation-free) value at the switchbox.
Such a test, potentially implemented via stuck-at fault testing
tools, would yield an output which would be in a direct rela-
tionship with the PV sensor’s value. However, it is quite likely
that not all sensors can uniquely sensitize an output, and as such,
SAT techniques are not adequate.

Since the node selection heuristics are likely to be geared
towards maximal functional impact, random vector simulation
at the primary inputs is likely to expose the sensor’s values at
the outputs. Rather than assuming the sensors are an unknown
value, the vectors instead propagate through the logic, pruning

the logic by eliminating any gates with constant inputs such
that the logic becomes a function of only a composite vector

between the PV sensor readings and the in-
ternal key .2 Such pruning will result in each bit of the pri-
mary output becoming a function of specific bits of
the composite vector . If is a function of only one
composite , the given test pattern is effective at finding the
sensor value .

In practice, not all sensors find such a trivial route to the
output, but instead, are only visible in multivariable output func-
tions. Determining the values might be possible through linear
programming, or alternatively, through exhaustive key toggling.
If we assume one of the inputs (e.g., ) is fixed at either a log-
ical 0 or 1, we can find the expected value of the function
under each scenario by enumeration of the set of potential in-
puts to the other inputs .

If a mismatch exists between and for some
, it is possible to determine from the function. Even without

knowledge of ’s value, fixing the key input and applying the
set of test vectors will yield an output probability equal to one
of the expected values, revealing what (and, consequently, )
is. While we cannot directly apply distinct values in the set to
the composite vector since we do not yet know , applying
the set to will still apply the entire set at , but will permute
the set due to the variations . Once is found, the function can
be partitioned again to find a different expected value mismatch
with a set half its previous size.

After repeating the mismatch characterization on other out-
puts, the pruning process is repeated, but with an advantage: for
each sensor we could determine on prior passes, the com-
posite value can be deterministically set to allow for deeper
circuit pruning: we simply need to apply to , and
arrives at the desired value.

Consider the circuit in Fig. 6(a) which is part of a binary
logarithm circuit. By propagating the shown random input
vector through the logic, we arrive at the pruned circuit shown
in Fig. 6(b) that is in terms of only the input combinations. For

, partitioning by both and causes no difference between
the expected values (see Table II); however, partitioning by
does result in a noticeable outcome. For , more information
can be gathered—partitioning by immediately reveals a
distinction in expected values, and a further partition reveals
independently of analyzing . With the knowledge of ,
could then be determined from . While is not observable
in the output, it could be determined through a separate pruning
pass.

Our testing method’s downside is twofold: an output of
distinct sensors that can all be determined requires up to

different keys for a single primary
input vector to determine the sensor values, and due to the
preprocessor and the dynamic nature of the test procedure, the
test vectors applied to the chip must be partially constructed
during the test phase. However, this exponential growth is
localized, and can be compensated for by simply ignoring any
outputs that exceed a predetermined input threshold. The test

2Simplifying the sensor and the key as a single variable is only possible with
XOR-based switchboxes.
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TABLE II
EXPECTED VALUES ON PRUNED CIRCUIT

set can be further reduced by selecting optimal test sets that
maximize the number of sensor values revealed per test vector.

D. Key Preprocessor

The trivial relationship between the variation sensors and the
key is a problematic vulnerability. With circuit-level knowledge
and an understanding of the original, intended functionality, an
attacker could use the testing process described in Section III-C
just as easily as the IP rights owner. Even without circuit-level
knowledge but a functional understanding, an attacker could
perform annealing on the key bits with respect to the output
error. However, if one can control the application of keys, such
a vulnerability can be overcome.

The internal keys that unlock a chip’s functionality are little
more than messages that require delivery to a location inside the
chip. When applying an external, unlocking key to the system,
the unlocking information traverses a key preprocessor prior to
application to the circuit. This preprocessor can be implemented
in two methods: either through decryption or through authenti-
cation of the unlocking key.

Key decryption protects key application by encrypting the in-
ternal key off-chip, and supplying the encrypted information as
the unlocking key. The preprocessor would then decrypt the un-
locking key, and apply the decrypted internal key to the logic.

Selection of a decryption preprocessor depends heavily on
what can be afforded by the designer: asymmetric implemen-
tations occupy far more area than symmetric implementation
(e.g., 10 k gates for ECC versus 3.4 k gates for AES [33]), but
due to the fixed implementation in silicon, the preprocessor’s
decryption key will be hardcoded. Under a symmetric imple-
mentation, knowledge of this decryption key implies immediate
knowledge of the encryption key, and consequently, the trans-
form from internal to unlocking key. With an asymmetric im-
plementation, knowledge of the decryption key conveys no in-
formation about the inverse transformation required to construct
the unlocking key.

Key authentication involves supplying a signature alongside
the internal key. The circuitry could forbid the application of a
key without a proper signature, or it could feed the results of
the signature check directly into the logic, inserting primitive
gates elements to block or modify logic values as they traverse
the logic. If the primitive gates are placed in certain paths, they

could prevent the exposure of the internal key by not allowing
the sensors’ values to propagate to the outputs, and therefore,
make the internal key undiscoverable. Alternatively, different
signature parameters could allow for a higher density of logic
modifications by segmenting pruned circuits during the testing
phase.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed methodology was evaluated by implementing
the CLIP design flow described in this paper within the ABC
[34] logic synthesis framework. Given a gate-level circuit, the
identification and insertion of injection and correction nodes
are automatically performed. Next, the test vectors used for
key recovery are automatically generated. We applied the
methodology to several ISCAS’89 and ITC’99 benchmark
circuits. Three different node selection heuristics were used
in our analysis: maximal functional impact, heavy grouping,
and converse power. Maximal impact chose nodes based on
greedily maximizing the hamming distance between the output
when an incorrect key is applied and the correct output. Heavy
grouping concentrated on choosing nodes such that the effects
of sensors have greater inter-dependencies (and are harder to
distinguish). The converse power heuristic chose nodes such
that the difference in switching activity of an incorrect key
versus a correct key is minimal or possibly negative.

There are four distinct areas of interest with respect to the im-
pact our methodology has on the circuit: functional impact (how
much the outputs differ from the correct values when an incor-
rect key is applied), area, delay, and power. Since our heuristics
were designed to avoid affecting the critical paths of the circuit,
the delay of the resultant circuitry was unchanged in all our ex-
periments.3 We present an evaluation of the other metrics.

Our results are divided into two parts—area results are pre-
sented for several benchmarks, while extensive analysis is per-
formed for one of the benchmarks in order to present deeper
insights. To simplify the extensive analysis, the s5378 bench-
mark circuit was selected for demonstration purposes due to its
manageable size (988 gates), and an area overhead limit of 20%
was used when inserting injection and correction nodes.

A. Area Impact

Table III presents the area overheads of CLIP for a set of
benchmark circuits to achieve various key lengths. For the re-
sults presented in this table, the maximal impact heuristic was
used for selection of injection and correction nodes, along with
a strict constraint that the delay of the circuit should not increase
(i.e., nodes selected for injection and correction should have suf-
ficient slack). We present area overheads both without and with
the PV sensors, calculated based on the assumption that each
sensor is equivalent to 3.5 logic gates [see Fig. 2(e)]. In the case
of the x3 benchmark, our tool was unable to realize a 256-bit
key since there was not enough delay slack to support sufficient
injection and correction nodes.

3For some circuits, it is possible that the critical path(s) may have to be im-
pacted to insert a sufficient number of injection/correction nodes and achieve a
sufficiently large key size. In such cases, the designer needs to make the tradeoff
between delay and security.
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TABLE III
AREA OVERHEAD FOR SPECIFIC KEY STRENGTHS

Fig. 7. Area overhead for various heuristics on the benchmark circuit S5378
with a 20% area limit for logic modification.

There are three parts to the area overhead incurred by the pro-
posed method: logic modification, PV sensors, and the key pre-
processor, of which we have quantified the first two factors in
Table III. Since the preprocessor that a designer would use is in-
dependent of our methodology, and we anticipate that it would
be shared across several blocks in an IC, we did not include it in
our overhead calculations. However, for completeness we note
that compact implementations of symmetric and asymmetric en-
cryption algorithms have been proposed (e.g., 10 k gates for
ECC and 3.4 k gates for AES [33]), which should not present
a major overhead in medium to large ICs. If the IC already in-
cludes a hardware or software based encryption block as part
of its functionality, we could simply reuse the same as the pre-
processor (at powrup) without incurring any overheads.

Fig. 7 shows the impact of the different selection heuristics
on area overheads for the s5378 benchmark circuit, and suggests
that all of the heuristics lead to reasonable increases in circuit
area.

B. Functional Impact

The functional impact of our methodology can be observed
in Fig. 8. With only a small number of incorrect key bits, the
output achieves incorrect operation at all times. The average
Hamming distance can be seen in Fig. 9, as well as a wrapped
hamming distance, where nodes with greater than 50% distance
count as 100%-distance. Since the maximal impact heuristic did
not achieve a higher impact than other heuristics, such a greedy
selection algorithm is unsuitable.

Fig. 8. Functional impact. Only a small number of wrong key bits ensures the
circuitry does not give proper results.

Fig. 9. Output Hamming distance based on key error. Dashed results represent
a wrapped Hamming distance measure.

C. Power Impact

The impact of CLIP on power consumption (quantified by
the additional switching activity in the CLIP enhanced circuit
as compared to the original circuit) is presented in Fig. 10 for
the s5378 benchmark. In general, the switching overhead rises
at a rate on par with the additional logic required. As discussed
in the next section, the additional power consumed varies with
the number of bits that are incorrect in the internal key, leading
to the possibility of differential power analysis attacks unless a
preprocessor is used.

D. Key Recovery

To expose the sensor values, different vector combinations
were applied in an attempt to maximize the number of bits re-
covered for each test vector applied. It was observed that with
the S5378 benchmark, only 6–8 test vectors were necessary to
recover all 45 sensor values. Each test vector used for sensor
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Fig. 10. Switching overhead for increasing key length. (a) Maximal impact. (b) Heavy grouping. (c) Converse power.

extraction was obtained through a guided simulation based pro-
cedure, choosing test vectors that propagate the largest number
of PV sensor values to the circuit outputs at a time.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In order to understand the benefits of the CLIP framework,
we analyze it against several different styles of attacks to deter-
mine its effectiveness. A number of attack models were consid-
ered, including external attacks such as brute force, man in the
middle, differential power analysis, and differential signal anal-
ysis, and internal attacks such as mask modification based on
varying levels of knowledge.

A. External Attacks

External attacks view the chip as a black box, i.e., the attacker
has no knowledge of design internals, and the cost of de-pack-
aging the chip and reverse engineering the design are too high.
The simplest external attack is the brute force attack—if an at-
tacker only has external access to a locked chip (and knows the
expected output for a given input), they may attempt to discover
the unlocking key by enumerating all possible values until they
find a combination that causes the locked chip to reach an un-
locked state (i.e., behave like an unlocked chip). Due to the low
overhead associated with increasing the key length, a designer
is likely to choose key lengths that exceed reasonable levels of
computing power. Therefore, brute force attacks are infeasible
and an attacker must seek out more intelligent approaches.

Differential signal analysis attacks attempt to apply multiple
inputs and keys that differ in a controlled manner (e.g., at spe-
cific bit positions), and analyze the differences between the chip
responses to them. They have been used successfully to reduce
the complexity of breaking cryptographic algorithms [35]. In
our context, differential analysis is a concern if there are simple
interdependencies between the unlocking key bits and the IC
outputs (e.g., if one or a few of the bits of the unlocking key af-
fect only one or a few output bits). Such attacks are precisely the
reason for our use of a cryptographic preprocessor to de-couple
the unlocking key from the internal key. We illustrate this by
performing experiments on several benchmarks where we re-
moved the preprocessor, and attempted to apply simulated an-
nealing to search for the key value that minimizes the error in

the output bits (difference between the incorrect outputs and
the expected correct output values). This approach was suc-
cessful in unlocking the protection in several benchmarks when
no preprocessor was used. Fig. 11(a) shows an example of mul-
tiple simulated annealing attempts on the s5378 benchmark.
However, the addition of a preprocessor makes it extremely
difficult to perform such attacks. Fig. 11(b) demonstrates an-
nealing attempts on the same benchmark, using a very simple
preprocessor based on a random network of XOR gates in a
pseudo-decryption configuration. While we recommend the use
of preprocessors based on cryptographic algorithms in practice,
our experiment shows that even a trivial preprocessor is effec-
tive in defending against differential analysis attacks.

Man in the middle and replay attacks rely on intercepting the
stream of information passed to the chip with hopes of either
modifying the bitstream or reusing the information transmitted.
We consider man in the middle attacks launched by observing
the operation of an unlocked chip, as well as attacks launched
by observing the key recovery process. If the unlocking key is
stored off-chip and transferred to the chip upon powerup, the un-
locking key could be intercepted, but this would be of no value
since the key is valid only for the given chip.

Man in the middle attacks could also be applied by an attacker
who has observed the test vectors applied to a chip during the
key recovery process. The same test vectors could be applied to
any chip, and will result in the propagation of many of the PV
sensor values to the circuit outputs. However, without a knowl-
edge of the design (gate-level netlist and exact location of in-
jection and correction nodes), this information is of little use.
Furthermore, even if the attacker is able to infer the values of
PV sensors from the circuit responses, the attacker must apply
the inverse of the preprocessor function in order to convert these
values into an unlocking key, which is equivalent to breaking the
cryptographic algorithm used in the preprocessor.

Differential power analysis (DPA) [36] analyzes a circuit’s
power trace in order to expose information about the key. In
the context of CLIP, DPA could result in the exposure of the
preprocessor’s decryption key. DPA-resistant design technques
have been extensively researched in recent years, and many im-
plementations have been proposed [37], [38] that could be ap-
plied to the implementation of the preprocessor to address such
an attack. In addition, the injection and correction nodes in the
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Fig. 11. Annealing attacks on s5378. (a) No preprocessor. (b) XOR-based preprocessor. The preprocessor used approximately 130 XOR gates (25% additional area)
to dissociate the unlocking and internal keys.

Fig. 12. Switching overhead based on key error.

circuit are also vulnerable to power analysis; unbiased node se-
lection reveals a linear relationship between the average power
usage and the number of correct bits (see Fig. 12). However, we
note that exploiting this correlation will require that the attacker
apply internal keys with specific characteristics, which is pre-
vented by the use of the cryptographic preprocessor.

B. Mask Knowledge and Internal Attacks

External attacks all have one major weakness: limited
reusability. There is low value in discovering the unlocking key
for only one chip; each chip has distinct intra-die variations that
cause unique sensor measurements, and consequently, a unique
unlocking key. Even a successful external attack would require
that the attacker incur significant per-chip costs.

Internal attacks require a higher up-front cost (such as chip
reverse-engineering and mask extraction), or the collusion of an

entity that has a knowledge of the mask (the foundry, or one of
its employees). However, they are attractive from an attacker’s
perspective since they could lead to elimination of per-chip costs
to unlock chips.

We consider microprobing attacks, mask analysis and modi-
fication attacks, and combinations thereof, and discuss the dif-
ficulty of launching each on an IC protected by CLIP.

Microprobing refers to depackaging of a chip followed by
probing of internal signals (e.g., using e-beam microscopy)
while the chip is operational. Advanced microprobing attacks
may also make small modifications to the circuit (e.g., by cut-
ting or shorting wires). First, we note that there is no constant
secret value that can be revealed by probing any chip protected
by CLIP, since all secrets differ from chip to chip. This implies
that probing a chip can only lead to unlocking that single chip
itself, which is not a viable proposition given the cost of the
equipment involved. Furthermore, any process used to read
out the values of the PV sensors should be sensitive enough
that it does not disturb the relationship between the adjacent
transistors in the sensor, and this process must be repeated
at several spots in the chip since the sensors are dispersed
throughout the logic.

Mask analysis and modification attacks involve studying the
mask to extract information that can be used in an external
or internal attack, or modifying the mask to disable or signif-
icantly weaken the protection scheme. For unsophisticated at-
tackers, the small size of the PV sensors coupled with their
spread throughout the logic makes mask analysis difficult. If
the locations of the PV sensors are pinpointed by sophisticated
mask analysis, the attacker still needs to undo all changes made
to the circuit during the CLIP design process—merely removing
the sensors and hardwiring their outputs to fixed values will not
help, since the correction nodes will now effectively ensure that
the circuit is still not operational. Discovering the location of
correction nodes is difficult since there is no fixed pattern (gate
type) that the attacker can look for, and they can be placed at
arbitrary distance from the PV sensors. Even if the correction
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nodes are located, the relationship between the PV sensor out-
puts and internal key (determined during the synthesis process)
is not trivial, and must be discovered.

If one targets the preprocessor instead of the sensors, this
is of little utility. Unless the designer selects a symmetric en-
cryption algorithm for the preprocessor, mask analysis of the
preprocessor to expose the decryption key does not help—re-
vealing the decryption key in an asymmetric algorithm does not
provide adequate information for the inverse transformation re-
quired to construct the unlocking key, and as such, the system is
still secure. If the decryption key is recovered for a symmetric
algorithm, this key may be as useful to an attacker as bypassing
the preprocessor altogether, but regardless of recovering a sym-
metric key or remanufacturing a chip to bypass the preprocessor,
each manufactured chip still requires extensive post-manufac-
turing characterization for constructing an unlocking key since
the sensors themselves were not removed.

It must be noted that the objective of most security schemes
in practice is to raise the difficulty and cost of launching an
attack to a point where the attack is no longer attractive, while
keeping the cost of adopting the security scheme minimal. We
now describe a couple of sophisticated attacks that can be used
to break CLIP, which we believe are of sufficiently high cost and
difficulty.

In order to have complete reusability for an attack, an attacker
could purchase an unlocked chip (thereby legitimately acquiring
an unlocking key for it), successfully read out the PV sensor
values, extract the mask, refabricate the chip with PV sensor out-
puts replaced by the fixed values, and utilize the same unlocking
key for all chips. Such an attack requires that the aforementioned
issue of nondestructive reads of PV sensors be overcome. It is
very difficult to protect against such an elaborate attack.

Another possible attack is to analyze the mask to locate the
PV sensors, replace them with fixed values, and feed a chip
through the standard key discovery process. We note that such
an attack will require the participation of the owner of the IP
rights (since the responses of the chip during the key discovery
process need to be converted to an unlocking key), and can be
prevented by ensuring that the key discovery and test process
are secured using techniques similar to [13] and [26]. At the
very least, a record of unlocking keys that have been issued can
be used to help establish liability a posteriori.

In summary, we believe that CLIP substantially raises the
cost and difficulty of IC piracy. In addition, as discussed in
Section II, CLIP offers significant advantages over other active
protection schemes due to several factors such as preserving the
uniqueness of the applied keys at all levels, the distributed na-
ture of PV injection and correction, and the use of a crypto-
graphic preprocessor to decouple the internal and external un-
locking keys.

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper we introduced a methodology that provides
a low-overhead solution to IC locking while simultaneously
requiring a unique, per-chip unlocking key derived from
embedded PV sensor readings. The output of each sensor is
fed directly into a block of random logic to alter the logic’s

operation, and with the help of logic modification and additions
(localized duplication, switchboxes, and selectors), we added a
means to correct for the altered operation caused by the process
variations. When providing an unlocking key to the design,
the unlocking key is transformed by means of preprocessor
circuitry into an internal key, which, if correct, allows the
circuitry to function as originally intended.

Our methodology offers strong device locking at the circuit
level and ensures a unique internal key for each chip. Simulation
results showed that the methodology achieves scalable security,
and the small overhead associated with implementing CLIP in
the example circuits shows that it is quite suitable for adoption
in practice.
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